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1. Burnside [3] proved that each nonlinear irreducible character x of a 
finite group G has zeros. Using the modular theory, Brauer and Nesbitt [I] 
proved that if the degreef, of x is divisible by the order of a Sylowp-subgroup 
of G, then X(U) = 0 for each element o whose order is divisible by p. The 
object of this note is to extend these results as follows: 
THEOREM 1. If N is a proper normal subgroup of G, and G fixes each 
N-class of N, then each nonlinear irreducible character of G has zeros off N. 
An example is given of a nonlinear irreducible character whose zeros gene- 
rate a proper subgroup. In the other direction it is shown that each non- 
Abelian finite group is generated by the set of all zeros of all of its irreducible 
characters. 
THEOREM 2. Let N be a normal subgroup of G and let x and # be irreducible 
characters of G and N such that 1,4 is contained in the restriction of x to N, and 
such that f,/f$ is divisible by the order of a Sylow p-subgroup of G/N. Then 
X(U) = 0 for each element (T in G for which the order of UN (in G/N) is divisible 
byP. 
Results of Clifford and Schur reduce the proof of Theorem 2 to the case 
NC Z(G). For this case, the theorem may be deduced from results of 
Reynolds [6]. The proof given here uses Brauer’s characterization of general- 
ized characters instead of the modular theory. 
In what follows, character means irreducible character. 
2. The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the following general fact : 
LEMMA. Let x be a character of G with no zeros off the subgroup H. Then 
the restriction of x to His irreducible, and x(u) is a root of unity for each u 4 H. 
Proof. The average of xx on G is 1. The average of xx on H is al, with 
equality only if x 1 H is irreducible. The equivalence relation 
u - de (u) = (a’) 
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partitions G - H into disjoint subsets. The average of xx on the subset 
containing u is the same as the average of the absolute values of the algebraic 
conjugates of x2(u) [5, p. 1251, which is > 1, with equality only if the algebraic 
integer x2(u) is a root of unity [.5]. It follows that x 1 H is irreducible and 
X(U) is a root of unity for each u # H. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let x be a nonlinear character of G with no zeros 
off N. Put G, = (a1 , N), where u, is an element chosen from G - N. 
Then GJN, is cyclic, Gi fixes the N-classes of N, and the lemma shows that 
x 1 Gi is a nonlinear irreducible character of G, without zeros off N. Thus 
we may suppose that GIN is cyclic. Put (G : N) = m. 
Since G fixes the N-classes of N, each character of N is fixed by G. Since 
G/N is cyclic, this implies [4] that each character & of N extends in exactly 
m ways to characters x<j (j = 1, ***, m) of G, and that each character of G is 
obtained just once as a xcj . 
By the lemma, ~2 - 1 vanishes off N. Therefore (xn - 1, xij) depends 
only on i: For suitable integers a, , 
xx - 1 = z U&5 . 
i.5 
(1) 
By Burnside’s result (which is the lemma, with H = l), x has zeros. If  us 
is a zero, then u,, E N. Evaluating (1) at a,, , we get 
-1 = 2 mt&(u,) = 0 (mod m), 
i 
a contradiction. 
As an application of the theorem and the lemma, let N be the subgroup 
generated by all of the zeros of all of the characters of G. By the lemma, the 
restriction of each character of G to N is irreducible. It follows that G fixes 
the characters of N, and therefore that G fixes the classes of N. Since no 
character of G has zeros off N, the theorem shows that either N = G or G 
has no nonlinear characters; i.e., G is Abelian. 
The zeros of a single nonlinear character need not generate the whole 
group. For example, let G be the extension of the quaternion group 
H = ( f  1, fi, -J--J, fk) by the automorphism which permutes i, j, K cyclicly. 
The character of degree 2 of H extends, in three different ways, to characters 
of G, none of which have zeros off H. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose first that NC Z(G). Denote by x0 
the class-function on G defined by 
X,,(U) = 0, if p divides the order of UN, 
X,,(U) = x(u), otherwise. 
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We must show that x0 = x. Since 0 < (x0 , x0) < (x, x) = 1, with equality 
only if x0 = x, it is enough to show that x0 is a generalized character of G. 
For this, it is enough by [2] to check, that (x0 , W& is an integer, for each 
elementary subgroup H of G and each irreducible character w of H. 
For each such H, we have H = P x Q, where P is a p-group and Q is a 
group of order prime to p. Putting D = P A N, we have 
xo I H - DQ = 0, 
Therefore, for each W, 
and xo I DQ = x I DQ. 
(x0 ’ w)H = (H &Q) (x9 w)DQ ’ (2) 
Since D is a subgroup of the center of G, there are linear characters E and 
6 of D such that, for u = up, with 7 E D and p E Q, 
xW(4 = +)wxw(P>~ 
Therefore, 
(x9 W)DQ = (5 %4x7 w>o * (3) 
For p E Q, we have Co(p) 3 Z’N, so (G : C,(p)) divides (G : PN). Using 
the general fact that f, divides x(p)(G : C,(p)), this implies that f, divides 
x(f)(G : PN). From the hypothesis that f, is divisible by the order of a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G/N, it now follows that 
(PN : N) divides x(p) (P E Q). (4) 
Since (PN : N) = (P : D) = (H : DQ) is prime to (Q : l), (4) implies that 
(H : DQ) divides (x, w)* . (5) 
It follows from (2), (3), and (5) that (x0, w)= is an integer. 
In the general case in theorem 2, let T be the stability group of #. By 
Clifford’s theorem, there is a character [ of T and a positive integer a such 
that 5 induces x and f  ] N = a$. The first statement means that 
where 4’ is the extension of f  to G which is zero off T. Since f,/f( = (G : T), 
the hypothesis implies that ft/f# is d ivisible by the order of a Sylowp-subgroup 
of T/N. Assuming that T # G, we get by induction on G/N that f(~) = 0 
for each 7 E T for which the order of TN is divisible by p, and hence that 
X(U) = 0 for each u E G for which the order of UN is divisible byp. We may 
therefore suppose that T = G, and thus that x ] N = a#. 
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By a theorem of Clifford [4], there are irreducible projective representations 
9 and d of G/N and G such that 9 @I 8 and d ] N are ordinary represen- 
tations of G and N with characters x and #. By a theorem of Schur [7J, 
there is a group Gi with a central subgroup N1 and an ordinary irreducible 
representation 9i of Gi , such that Gi/Nr is isomorphic to G/N, and 
such that, if a,N, corresponds to UN under this isomorphism, then 
9(u) = AqJ,) f  or some complex number X depending on o and or . 
By hypothesis, the degree of 9i (which is a = f.J+) is divisible by the 
order of a Sylow p-subgroup of GJN, . Therefore tr(gi(q)) = 0 if the order 
of urNi is divisible by p. I f  the order of UN is divisible by p, it follows that 
x(4 = WW) - Q-(&W) 
= h * tr9i(ur)) * tr(B(u)) 
= 0. 
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